
START YOUR OWN VPN BUSINESS PLAN

Here's a quote from a VPN company owner: "Now, two years later, I have a much greater Is it worth starting your own
VPN service?.

You'll need to install third-party clients, speeds are likely to be poor, you're on your own if anything goes
wrong. Do it yourself If you're the independent type, you've got a little technical knowledge, and you really
want to make your name in the VPN world, then maybe you should forget other providers and start up a VPN
of your own. You won't have to buy your own dedicated servers, for instance-- a dirt-cheap cloud hosting
package is enough to get you started. If you can get providers to take payment via bitcoin you'll be far safer if
you take all the payments in bitcoins. You might achieve this by skimping on your provider, or you might
attract more customers with a more fully-featured service. You don't even need to have any detailed
knowledge of how to set things up. Okay, so becoming a world-beater isn't going to be easy, but it's surprising
just how much a VPN newbie can achieve. Software design and the website you'll want to outsource, and you
also will want to try and use an existing billing software such as WHMCS with one of the VPN selling
addons. Image credit: Streisand Image credit: Streisand 7. Build a proper website, too, with a memorable,
short domain name, because it both helps customers return to your site and helps those same customers
recommend your service to friends. This also applies to the majority of tech service business'. Some are
absolutely brilliant, allowing you to manage passwords, usernames and access levels quickly and easily; others
are a brutal exercise in futility. Bitcoin is easy to setup there is one problem with running your business on this
method though. Image credit: VPNShazam 1. Problem is it may also block other content which people using
the VPN want to see. But it may be good enough for simple tasks, you can share it with friends and family,
and even if it doesn't earn you much money, it might help save you some. Any good provider worth its salt
Proxyrack is pictured above will provide you with white-labelled tools ready to alter â€” from computer-based
diallers through web-based signup forms to mobile apps. One word of warning, nothing you've said in this
post mentions the number 1 question! The real hard thing about the internet is anyone can host anything where
at any time and therefore blocking this type of thing is going to be really really hard. Image credit: TechRadar
Image credit: Future 2. There are VPN services which offer very good commission simply on sales of their
wares. Most big VPN providers will likely have multiple servers for each location and possibly even above
mbps per server. You will be doing overselling, thats the name of the game to make profit, but it has to be
responsible overselling and also you'll at times need to add new connections to balance out the overselling.
Everyone gets into web hosting, vpn etc etc. Your brand, essentially, is your business here. Clean means
they've not already been banned by external sites, services or marked as spam ips etc. In regards to how many
people to employ the answer is as few as possible to start and grow the business expenses in line with the
business income. I hope you dont see this as me trying to stop you entering the market, but there are huge
considerations to make and you may not have considered a lot of this. If you have customers using 2mbps that
is mbps. If you have a solid TOS stating you do not allow this and will report to the authorities any content
like this you see it may be strong enough, the problem is you may also be seen as being a bit big brotherish
and people might question if you turn over to the authorities this kind of action where does the line get drawn
etc. This isn't going to be a great setup, obviously. This customisation may even extend beyond putting your
own label on things, so you may be able to configure the options available to your users, providing a more
simplified or complex service depending on the philosophy behind your branding. You can scale your
connections and it very much depends on how fast your customers generally connect at. The only way to do
this is to price what the connections will cost you and how many customers they can support. Pick your closest
competitor in terms of provision, and undercut them as far as your overheads will allow. Ensure you invest in
a proper logo and perhaps some bespoke design work. You'll need someone who know's their way around the
servers, but you might want to employ them on a per job basis, especially until you build up trust with the
person and require more of their time. The reason why costs need to be kept low on the backend will become
clear by the end of this reply. Registering newcomers will also be your responsibility, so if possible scope out
the backend facilities offered by your potential wholesaler before firmly committing. Image credit: Rapid VPN
3. Advertising any business is a money pit, mainly because you never get it right first time or 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
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5th. How will you get customers, if you do not have an in or a new idea it'll be a massive battle.


